Knitting Needles

Knina swivel Knina Metal
Knitting Needles Knitting Needles

● Light

The cable is light and swivels, reducing wrist strain while knitting.

* The Knina Metal Knitting Needles’ cable does not swivel.

While knitting, the knitting needles receive the increasing weight of the knitted fabric throughout their length, resulting in strain on knitters’ wrists and fingers. This knitters’ problem has been resolved.

Good for carrying half-finished knitting

Long single point needles are not easily portable. On the other hand, half-finished knitting with circular needles is compact in size and good for carrying.

Knitting with circular needles reduces the weight felt by the knitter.

● It can be also used as single point needles and double point needles

To use as single point needles

Flat knitting can produce knitted fabrics in various widths for multiple items, ranging from scarves to sweaters. It is easy to knit a long shawl which requires many stitches.

To use as double point needles

Magic loop knitting by using an 80cm or longer cable enables circles in various sizes to be knitted, including small circles for gloves and large circles. The soft cables for products in the carry and Knina series are perfect for magic loop knitting.